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Electronic Hive Monitoring
What beekeepers can jury-rig, share, innovate or buy
for usable data, curiosity and speculation.
By M.E.A. McNeil

Lying on his back in the snow under a bee hive in the dark, training his headlamp on a
scale dial, Frank Linton thought there had to be a better way. Indeed there is: Now he gathers the
same data in comfort from his computer. He has learned enough about ways to discover what is
going on inside a hive that his forums on electronic hive monitoring have grown from a meeting
of six in 2012 at E.A.S. to a to a full day seminar at this year’s W.A.S.
The tools of beekeeping have remained much the same for 160 years; If Langstroth came
back, he would easily be able to work a bee hive – but he could hardly drive a car or use a
phone. Beekeeping, says Linton, is about to catch up with the electronic age.
Too often a beekeepers’ curiosity
about what is going on in a hive is goes
unsatisfied because timing or temperature would make it detrimental or inconvenient to open it. Linton predicts
that those days will be over: “Because
the cost of technology is coming down,
anyone can play with it. My prediction
is that in five to ten years the majority
of hives will be inspected by wireless
technology. This is a revolutionary
change in beekeeping.”

Frank Linton is an information hub on electronic hive monitoring. He
has organized forums at E.A.S. and W.A.S.
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What this brave new world will bring
is questioned by Ross Conrad, who
writes: “It seems possible that an overreliance on technology may lead to

beekeepers with beekeeping skills that are diminished from lack of use, or even worse, beekeepers
that never develop good beekeeping skills in the first place. Will increased use of technology stifle
the development of the beekeeper’s creative, intuitive side of the beekeeping craft, and what will
it do to the sacred connection humans have long shared with honey bees and the natural world?”
There is something to be said for this warning, for decoding the best of electronic data requires an understanding of bee behavior and, more importantly, some electronic data has a long
way to go before it can match the keen senses of a beekeeper. Wired up, it’s called the smart hive
– although when it comes to intuition, often enough the beekeeper is still smarter.
Although some advocates of electronic monitoring warn that manual examination of a hive
disrupts it for days, data from entomologist William Meikle of the Tucson USDA bee lab show
that usually it takes a few hours at most for temperature and weight to stabilize after a hive has
been opened. So this technology provides tools, not substitute managers.
That being said, the limited samples offered in this article show that, in valuable ways, the
keenest – and least tutored -- of human senses can be extended technologically. Alex Jones,
whose company Apiara makes a hive scale, points out that keeping bees is a shared enterprise:
With 90% or so of beekeepers backyarders -- many of them novices with an average commitment
of 3.5 years, half not part of a group and many without mentors -- it makes sense to have ways to
keep them connected with the status of their hives because it affects the rest of us.
So these devices are enhancements, not designed “to breed lazy beekeepers who no longer
think they have to do anything with their bees because their telephone is going to tell them everything – no, no, no,” said Huw Evans of the monitoring system Arnia.
What is recorded is the activity of the whole hive, with individual bees acting collectively
as a superorganism -- analogous to a cell in a multicellular organism. The colony’s complex and
continual internal activity varies in ways that can be significant, yet hidden to the beekeeper.
Monitoring can record and correlate signs of events in the hive.
Meikle, who has been studying electronic monitoring, groups sensors into four main types:
1. Weight, 2. temperature, humidity, and gas, 3. sound and vibration, 4. forager traffic. It has become feasible to track all these physical variables in honey bee colonies quite well, although backyard beekeepers find weight and temperature to be most accessible and valuable. In fact, those are
components that Meikle has chosen to study.
As the cost and size of electronic sensors have decreased, their precision, capacity and ease
of connection to electronic access have increased. Information from different kinds of sensors can
be combined to create a more complete picture of colony status. Data gathering can be continuous, remote and require little manpower. These data can be collected in real time and transmitted
to any device that has Internet access.

Beekeepers can monitor information in a number of ways, depending on their technical
ability and financial resources. Options are available for a wide range of devices: requiring no
special skills or tools; purchased custom-made; engineered with open source code and assembled
hardware.
But, before considering the investment in effort or money for any of these gadgets, the first
question is: What is worth knowing?
“Weight data is a very useful place to start. It provides a high information yield with comparatively little hive disturbance,” said Meikle. It may well be the most valuable information that
can be gleaned electronically.
Hefting boxes is the traditional means of gauging weight, but that takes time, experience
and a toll on the beekeeper’s back; it yields only a onetime approximation that is difficult to compare over time. Specific, compared hive weight has been studied for a century; researchers since
1914 had to resort to tag teams to hand-record weights hourly 24/7 for weeks at a time. Their results, which Meikle cites in 100-year-old articles with graphs of hive weights, resemble those his
own work has found; his purpose, too, is the
same as that early research – to examine data
for patterns that correlate with colony growth
and activity. The difference now is that, in comparison to the computer-less early researchers,
Meikle’s highly specific electronic data are
continuous, and he can interpret them with far
greater sophistication – not to mention that his
lab techs aren’t making notes in a shed at 3 a.m.
Beekeepers with modest equipment can learn a
lot from weight. “You can infer what the percentage is bees and percentage honey from the
rate of increase,” said Linton. “Know the a.m.
and p.m. weights, overnight weight, and loss
from water evaporated from nectar. You can
infer the number of foragers. You can piece out
what’s going on – mainly either bees or honey,
or about to become bees or honey.”

Sandra Evans, a biologist, has teamed with her husband
Hew Evans to create Arnia, a monitoring system with an
intuitively accessible user interface. Photo Hew Evans

So, Linten was not on a fool’s errand that night
in the snow as he recorded the numbers on his
scale. But it was not an isolated reading, since
weight at any given time yields limited information. From regularly gathered weight statis-

tics, the beekeeper can track colony growth, the decline of a queen, swarming, robbing or abandonment, and fluctuations in stores.
What are the patterns? For example, a 24 hour reading can show the morning departure of
foragers, the arrival of nectar and its subsequent dehydration into honey. Meikle found weight data from a pesticide kill and a swarm to be very different. He’d observed that with a swarm, the
weight of a colony suddenly drops by about half. When foragers from one of his monitored hives
were exposed to something toxic, evidenced by a large number of bees found at the entrance of
one hive but not its neighbors, the weight pattern was distinct; although the bee kill did not change
the overall hive weight much, it affected the within-day data because the bees that died were foragers, so the absence of their next-morning departure was detected in the weight pattern.
A flattened weight graph, indicating depressed activity, was interpreted as a queen death by
Jones. He inserted a frame of new brood in the colony and watched the weight graph reflect the
resumption of foraging, which was triggered by brood pheromone.
Beekeepers can find it valuable to correlate changes in forager activity with external factors, such as weather, nectar flow or, as above, poisoning. A graph showing the initial departure of
foragers in the morning can be juxtaposed to a
graph showing sunrise and ambient temperature,
indicating which hives fly first and how hive positioning might affect activity.
Observing patterns can help with timing a
honey harvest or detecting a sick colony. Monitoring hive weight or forager traffic prior to crop
pollination would allow beekeepers to observe
hive health, and during pollination those data
could provide a record of quality control.

The SolutionBee monitor sends the beekeeper weight and
ambient temperature information.
Photo courtesy of Rafael Cabrera, SolutionBee.

Both external and internal hive temperature yield useful information. Temperature is
kept constant in the brood cluster, so with that
measure combined with weight, Meikle says
“We are measuring the heartbeat.”

But unlike overall weight, temperature varies dramatically at different locations in the hive.
Meikle experimented with where best to put a single temperature sensor to avoid data overload
from multiple sensors. He determined to locate it consistently at the top of the brood box between
frames five and six. Even though the brood ball moves, it avoids the ambient temperature at the
edge of the box, staying between frames two and nine but mostly between three and eight. The
temperature measurement is related to the amount of brood as the brood expands and contracts.

He said, “The temperature measurement tells you the distance from a three-dimensional object.
Air has poor conductivity, so it becomes a logarithmic relationship. It drops off very fast as the
brood moves away from the sensor, so it is a useful tool – pretty good if not perfect.”

Low Cost/ Hands-on Equipment

Meikle has highly sensitive scales, accurate to one part in 5000 and costing $1500. He uses
16 bit HOBO data loggers, made by Onset Computer Corporation and solar power panels. He is
doing some fine parsing.
There is no need for that degree of precision for the backyard beekeeper. Linton said, “With
low tech, mechanical bathroom scales, a hive can be weighed daily. Find a cheap mechanical
scale (up to 300 pounds), flip it over onto cement blocks, put a mirror underneath so that you can
read the dial. Comparing each hive to the others in an apiary will be very revealing of colony performance.”
He also suggested that an inexpensive wireless thermometer in the brood nest will reveal
the presence of brood or the winter cluster.

Do-It-Yourself Electronics

The following are samples of home-engineered and home-built projects that are available
on the Internet. The caveat is that this kind of venture is somewhat like making a cup of hot chocolate from raw cocoa beans.
A build-it-yourself hive scale is described as logging data every minute or so and made from an electronic
luggage scale for under $100. Find plans, parts list and assembly directions at: http://www.beehacker.com/wp/?
page_id=55
OpenEnergyMonitor, started in 2006 by Trystan
Lea, offers open-source temperature and humidity monitoring with a wireless node called the emonTH that is
powered by a 12 volt battery and a small solar panel.
Their Arduino code and port processing code is made
available. Lea writes, “I’m interested in how an open
source approach can empower us to solve the environ-

The Apiara electronic scale gets enough information from weighing half a hive to provide
relevant idata.
Photo courtesy of Apiara

mental, social and economic problems we face by
being able to take action into our own hands.” A participant in the Open Energy chat continued the theme
by wondering if the energy of the bees could be harnessed to keep the monitors working.

Monitors to Buy

Linton has been around developing technology, havA beekeeper can view Apiara graphs in real time to
ing consulted for a Colorado company that created
see hive weights together with temperature and prewireless temperature sensors to send data to a home
cipitation. Photo courtesy of Apiary
PC. They could not produce them for the $200 maximum that beekeepers indicated they were willing to pay, so the idea was dropped.
Several new players are entering the market now, hoping that value to beekeepers will
trump the cost to provide individualized data.
The Apiara hive scale is now being distributed by Alex Jones to trial sites in several states
from Delaware to Maine and into the Midwest. A subscriber can track continuous hive weight
through a WiFi connection. The reader can pause to look in on an Apiara hive in real time to follow weight monitoring together
and simultaneous weather data.
Check out how long it takes the
foragers to leave after the temperature rises in the morning. A
Delaware group of long-time
beekeepers with engineering
background, using this scale, determined that hives opened during their four to five week nectar
flow produced less honey. They
are among groups that have connected to share data from this
equipment. The scales, currently available for lease at two for
$300 this year, are in a handHew Evans, a PhD engineer, is a founder of Arnia, the most diverse monimade development stage.
toring system available. Photo courtesy of Arnia.

SolutionBee makes a hive scale that measures weight and
ambient temperature every 15 minutes. “We think these are the
main pieces of information,” said founder Rafael Cabrera. The device slips neatly under a hive in a single unit; “We wanted to keep
it as simple as possible.” The data is stored in the scale and can be
accessed with a free app from Google Play or the Apple App Store
on any Android or iOS device. Graphs of weight and temperature
can be viewed live for a day, week or month; the information is also available in tabular form. Data can be stored in the cloud for retrieval and long-time comparison. The scale is sensitive to 50
grams, and “You can calculate how many bees go out and come
back and see the weight drop as nectar is processed at night.” By
next year, information can be automatically downloaded, with opA FLIR infared photo of the top bars of
tions for WiFi, cell to cell, or satellite for areas with poor cell rea hive showing the cluster.
ception. An attractive feature is a link that makes it possible for a
Photo Ray Walker
beekeeper to choose to contribute ongoing data from the device to
the Sentinel Hive Program of the Bee Informed Partnership (BIP). The scale is available from
Brushy Mountain for $525, and there is no fee for downloading data to an app or sharing with
BIP.
Save-Bees is a Greek company that currently sells a hive scale kit that sends data via SMS
or, with free apps, to a smart phone. A daily message includes weight, external humidity, internal
and external temperature. As with several other systems, a
GPS message is activated if the hive is disturbed. The base
unit is €650 ($725). Data transfer devices with transmitters
that will permit networking among apiaries will be added
to possible uses of this system.
Arnia is the most diverse monitoring system, presenting data with simple, intuitive icons on the user interface. Produced in the UK, it comes in a box with temperature and humidity sensors, a microphone and a Bluetooth
transmitter. A Gateway monitor sends data to their server
and displays for the subscriber on any device that connects
to the Internet. That much starts at $99 for the box and
$199 for one Gateway per apiary to handle several hives,
with an optional electronic scale an additional $600. The
data that comes from them is accessed with a remote login
The FLIR infared camera can show the location
system for a $5 monthly subscription.
and size of a brood ball. Photo Ray Walker

Huw Evans, a PhD electrical engineer, and his wife Sandra Evans, a biologist, started
working together with the notion that with sophisticated acoustical monitoring devices it could be
possible to predict bee swarms. The Evans have become astute at reading audio clues, and the inclusion of auditory information in the hive monitoring system that they subsequently developed
sets theirs apart. But Huw Evans is clear that they have not arrived at formulated generic swarm
prediction, a grail he still actively pursues with researchers at two universities in England. “There
is a long way between retrospective seeing it and predicting it”.
Although he is careful to say that they cannot reliably do swarm prediction, Evans points
out indicators that help with swarm management: a drop in foraging and a drop in brood temperature because the queen stops laying before a swarm issues.
For now, the Evans have filtered distinct measurements of the sounds of flight and fanning
and distilled them to indicate the strength of hive activity – represented by an icon of a cluster of
bees, varied in density, over a hive. Clicking on various icons – weather, temperature – can bring
up graphs that can be correlated with bee activity.
Evans describes a use of the data – discerning when a virgin starts laying. Brood temperature reaches about 94°F, since drone layers have a less concentrated pattern. “If you know when
she lays, you can know when she mated. You can triangulate the data with the weather. If there
was poor weather, there were fewer drones. Queens that mate in fine weather tend to be better
mated; the greater density of drones leads to greater genetic diversity. If you are a queen breeder
and you saw that a lot of your queens had to mate in poor weather, then you might start raising
more queens. You can tell this with your 99 bucks monitor.”

More Possibilities

Linton says that there is more to be done to develop sensors, power, communication, data
processing, data storing for historical purposes, and standards for sharing data. And, he points out,
charts for a few hives are manageable, but data design for larger numbers needs to be developed.
Other useful monitoring devices are becoming more accessible, for example, the infrared
(IR) camera, a useful device for determining the size of a brood ball from outside a hive. IR is
electromagnetic radiation with longer wavelengths than those of visible light, and an IR camera
can capture thermal radiation – such as the heat of the clustered bees. Until recently such cameras
have been prohibitively expensive, but now, a FLIR attachment for an iPhone costs around $200.
It uses two cameras that blend the thermal and visible spectra for better resolution. Linton understands that it works best when it is dark, cold and not too windy. Meikle believes that cameras that
detect infared as well as ultraviolet and visible light are likely to be more widely used as image
analysis software improves.

The Pixy camera, a vision sensor developed at Carnegie Mellon University that connects to
sensors such as Arduino, can be used to count foragers. Pheromones can now be monitored, as
well as O2 and CO2.
A visitor to an online chatroom discussing a hive scale posted: “what is the purpose of this
thing?im new to bee keeping.i always thought one build the hives buy the bees and that's it.”
Don’t we wish?
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